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Table 4. Weather and river conditions during thermal profile 2009 float
Avg Wind
Median Float Temp. Kiona
Avg Air
Max Air
Min Air
Speed
Total Solar River Temp.
at 15:00
Max Flow Date
Temp ( F) Temp ( F) Temp ( F)
(mph)
Rad (MJ/m 2 )
(Deg. C)
(Deg C)
kiona (cfs)
7/25/2009
79.39
92.25
63.98
4.15
25.65
-28.1
848
7/26/2009
80.73
93.50
66.33
4.46
25.51
-28.9
994
7/27/2009
82.29
96.36
67.18
4.25
26.72
27.5
28.5
1545
7/28/2009
85.77
99.63
72.07
4.00
25.33
27.1
29.1
1558
7/29/2009
83.97
94.56
73.48
8.16
21.47
27.1
27.8
1438
7/30/2009
82.31
95.78
64.67
4.48
26.36
27
27.8
1504
7/31/2009
84.86
99.41
68.90
4.04
25.54
27
28.8
1235
8/1/2009
88.53
106.54
71.25
4.45
25.95
-29.1
1163
Air Temperature Data - Collected at Benton City West. Data Courtesy of WSU Agweather.
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9.5 Results and Discussion
9.5.1 Prosser Wastewater Treatment Plant to Chandler Powerhouse
The reach between Prosser Wastewater Treatment Plant and Chandler Powerhouse
(subsequently referred to as the Prosser Reach) contains a distinct alternating riffle-glide
sequence. The riffles are characterized by shallow, swift flowing waters with medium to
large boulders and frequent small rapids. The glides contain higher amounts of aquatic
plant growth, higher turbidity, and silt-laden river bottoms. There are few gravel beds,
sedimentation is high and substrate condition is poor. This reach has two large islands,
one fish hatchery, and the outlet for the Spring and Snipes Creek Irrigation Wasteways.
The surrounding landscape is predominantly irrigated agriculture and livestock. Much of
the river is constrained by large basalts cliffs as the river flows through a narrow valley.
In 2008 and 2009, several distinct ―c
ooler‖ areas were identified on the float between
Prosser and Chandler. The ―
cooler‖ areas can be categorized as: a) non-point source
discharge (i.e., seeps) b) point-source discharge (i.e., Spring and Snipes Creek
Wasteways) and c) temperature changes related to depth. The results of each of these are
discussed below.
Non-Point Discharge (Seeps)
Several non-point discharge sources (shallow interstitial groundwater seeps) were
identified along the riverbank during the 2008 and 2009 floats. Figure 29 and Figure 30
are plots of the temperature data versus time for the 2008 and 2009 floats, respectively
(note: only the left bank data are provided for 2009 as a result of probe loss during the
float). Surprisingly, all identified non-point sources provided cooler water to the
mainstem of the Yakima River. It is hypothesized that these non-point sources are outlets
for shallow groundwater fed by local irrigation recharge and river water. Several of these
non-point sources were identified in both years, indicating that they are recurring sources
of cooler water.
Temperature data were mapped onto satellite images, as presented in Figure 31and Figure
32, in order to identify the spatial location of cool areas on the river. Many of the seeps
are clustered together within the upper portion of the reach as indicated by the number
―
1‖ on Figure 31and Figure 32. Seeps were also identified near Whitstran, WA (number
―
5‖, Figure 31) and east of Chandler Power House (number ―
6‖, Figure 31).
River temperatures at the seep discharge points measured anywhere from 1°C to 10°C
cooler than the mainstem river water for the 2009 float. The temperature difference
between the seeps and the mainstem river water was greater in 2009 than observed in
2008. The reason for this difference is twofold. Float methodology was improved for
2009, allowing for better data collection at the mouth of the seeps where the temperature
difference between the river water and seep source is greatest. Secondly, the 2009 float
was conducted in July when river temperatures were reaching their seasonal warmest thus
the difference between mainstem and seep temperatures were greater. The 2008 thermal
data were collected in September after river temperatures began to decline, becoming
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tolerable for incoming Salmon. As such, incoming seep temperatures in September were
similar to that of mainstem river temperatures.
Although the identified incoming seeps do not have enough impact to lower the
temperature of the mainstem Yakima River, they do provide a localized area of ―
cooler‖
water that may be beneficial for salmon refugia. Additional studies need to be performed
to determine the extent of cooling, the impact of seasonal changes on the amount of
discharge, and suitability of these areas for use as refugia (e.g., depth, cover, and water
quality parameters, namely dissolved oxygen). Furthermore, the cumulative amount of
discharge from these seeps to the Yakima River should be determined. It is possible that
in time, as local irrigation practices improve and irrigation districts line canals for water
savings, a significant source of water feeding these seeps may decline thereby removing
the source of recharge for these seeps.
Point-Source Discharge
Spring and Snipes Creek Wasteways enter the Yakima River at location number ―
3‖
shown on Figure 31and Figure 32. In both 2008 and 2009, the Spring and Snipes Creek
Wasteways discharge provided a source of cool water to the Yakima River. The 2009
data indicated that the confluence of the Wasteway discharge with the Yakima River
resulted in a 3°C temperature change. These data are consistent with monitoring data
collected by the Roza-Sunnyside Board of Joint Control (RSBOJC) Monitoring Program
(RSBOJC 2009). From 2004 to 2007 the water temperatures in Spring and Snipes Creek
Wasteways were cooler during the summer months and warmer during the winter months
(RSBOJC 2009). The results of this study agree with the RSBOJC data and indicate that
the Wasteways may provide benefit on a micro-habitat scale but do not influence river
temperatures on a reach scale (2009).
Midday temperatures at the confluence of the Wasteways and Yakima River were well
above optimal temperatures for salmonid survival during the 2009 July float, however,
even a slight drop in temperature may relieve salmonid stress in an inhospitable river.
Spring and Snipes Creek Wasteways are likely to provide some value as thermal refugia.
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Figure 29. Thermal profile data for 2008, Prosser to Chandler

Figure 30. Thermal profile data for 2009, Prosser to Chandler
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Figure 31. Thermal map for 2008, Prosser to Chandler. Numbers indicate areas of cooling
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Figure 32. Thermal map for 2009, Prosser to Chandler. Numbers indicate areas of cooling
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Depth Change
The area identified by number ―
2‖ in Figure 31 and Figure 32 displayed a change in
temperature with change in depth. This area is a glide section following the end of a
small river rapid. Temperatures decreased slightly within this section of the river as depth
increased. Moreover, this area coincided spatially with several identified cool non-point
source seeps. Downstream and adjacent to the glide is a large island that has been
documented as historical fall Chinook spawning grounds. The glide/island area presents
itself as a potential site for habitat projects and salmonid refuge area. A zoomed in
section of the thermal map for the glide/island section is shown below (Figure 33).

Figure 33. Thermal map of island downstream of Prosser in 2008. Green and blue traces correspond to
―
cooler‖ temperatures

9.5.2 Chandler Power House to Benton City
The reach between Chandler Power House and Benton City is typically rural with
irrigated agriculture, pasture, and rangeland. As the Yakima flows into Benton City there
are a higher percentage of urban residential landscapes with grasses and turf abutting the
river. The river does not have the large boulders and small rapids that are prevalent in the
upstream reach between Prosser and Chandler Power House. There are a several shallow
riffle areas with deeper glides upstream of Corral Creek Wasteway and three island
masses downstream of Corral Creek Wasteway. Water stargrass becomes prominent
within this stretch of the river. There are two major point sources on this stretch of the
river: Knox Creek and Corral Creek Wasteway.
The Chandler to Benton City reach had fewer non-point source seeps than identified in
the Prosser Reach. As with the Prosser Reach, all non-point source seeps were ―
cooler‖ in
nature than the mainstem Yakima River temperatures. Several of the same seeps were
identified between 2008 and 2009 indicating that they are recurrent between years.
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Additional seeps were located in 2009 as a result of improved data collection methods
(i.e., three parallel temperature probes instead of one).
Primarily, the ―
cooler‖ areas between Chandler and Benton City corresponded with
point-source discharges, namely Knox Creek and Corral Creek Wasteway (Figure 35).
Knox creek drainage is visible as #1 in Figure 36 and #3 in Figure 37. Corral Creek
Wasteway is visible as #3 and #5 in Figure 36 and Figure 37, respectively. Both sources
contribute cool water to the Yakima River with Knox Creek dropping the local
temperature at the confluence from 26.5°C to 22°C in 2009. Corral Creek Wasteway also
contributed cool water but not to the same extent as Knox Creek. Temperatures at the
Corral Creek Wasteway confluence dropped the immediate river temperature 2°C from
26.7°C to 24.7°C in 2009.

Confluence of Yakima River and Knox Creek (left) and Corral Creek Wasteway (right)

Depth data for this float indicates that ―hole
s‖ typically coincide with incoming
waterways and seeps as previously discussed (Figure 22). For example, depths were
greater than 8 feet at the confluence of Knox Creek. These ―
holes‖ should be further
examined for suitability as thermal refugia including analysis of dissolved oxygen and
microhabitat conditions.
The Chandler spillway was operating during the 2009 float. The float began upstream of
the spillway so as to investigate changes in river temperature as a result of Chandler
Operations. There was no discernable temperature change in the river downstream of
Chandler Power House suggesting that incoming water from the Chandler spillway does
not result in an area of localized temperature increase – if anything the waters were
slightly cooler. The data collected by BCD in 2009 agrees with data collected by Payne
and Associates (2001) and refutes the thermal imaging data collected by the Bureau of
Reclamation in 1997 (Holroyd 1998) which suggested a warming influence from the
Chandler canal. It is suspected that the thermal imaging data recorded higher
temperatures within the spillway as a result of heat radiation from the concrete canal.
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Figure 34. Chandler Spillway operating during 2009 float
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Figure 35. Thermal profile data for Chandler Powerhouse to Benton City boat launch for 2008 (left) and 2009 (right)
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Figure 36. Thermal map for 2008, Chandler Power House to Benton City, WA
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Figure 37. Thermal map for 2009, Chandler Power House to Benton City, WA
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9.5.3 Benton City to Horn Rapids
Benton City is rural residential with irrigated agriculture, pasture, and lawn. In several
locations the riverbanks have been heavily disturbed and vegetation is largely non-native.
The landscape quickly changes at the edge of Benton City and becomes dry rangeland.
From Kiona to the mouth there are good riffles and pools. Historically, this stretch of
river hosted spawning grounds for fall Chinook but within the past decade water stargrass
and sedimentation has choked out the spawning gravels (Mueller 2010). Large masses of
water stargrass now cover most of the riverbed within this stretch of river. There are
several large islands that provide excellent habitat opportunities but sedimentation as a
result of water stargrass is diminishing them. Wildlands, Inc., a native nursery located
outside of Benton City, maintains a healthy riparian bank located near an island and old
historic spawning ground. Additionally, the property contains an old oxbow channel that
has degraded and filled in with sediment in recent years. Kiona to the mouth is lacking in
LWD.
The thermal profile data for Benton City to Horn Rapids is more erratic than seen in the
upper reaches with several small ―
warm‖ peaks. There are minimal incoming seeps
within this stretch of the river. Only three ―
cooling‖ areas were identified by the thermal
data collected from Benton City to Horn Rapids in 2009 (Figure 38). One of these areas
was identified in the 2008 data, the other two areas were most likely present in 2008 but
not identified based on collection methods. The predominant seep identified in both years
is located at the end of a large island near the beginning of the reach (―
2‖ in Figure 39
and #1 in Figure 40). This island has been identified as having historical fall Chinook
spawning, but large amounts of water stargrass have since choked the island side channel.
The drop in temperature at the tail of the island is only 0.5°C from the mainstem river
temperatures. This is not a large temperature drop, but it is one of the few localized
―
cooler‖ areas within the Benton City to Horn Rapids reach. This ―
cooler‖ area also
coincides with a ―
hole‖ at the tail of the island.
In 2009 only two other inputs were identified: the Benton City treatment effluent and a
small, unidentified inlet on the west bank of the river. The inlet temperature was 2
degrees centigrade lower than the mainstem Yakima River water. The Benton City
treatment effluent is just slightly cooler than the mainstem Yakima River (only 0.2°C).
Many of the warm peaks appearing in the thermal data typically resulted from island side
channels. These are areas of shallow water, often with high amounts of water stargrass,
so it is not surprising that they were warmer than the mainstem Yakima River. Benton
City to Horn Rapids has several prominent islands. Although, the side channels do not
provide thermal refuge they do provide valuable salmon habitat during periods of high
flow. Increased amounts of water stargrass are leading to sedimentation within the side
channels. Projects to protect island side channels by removing water stargrass and
improving flow should be considered.
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Figure 38. Thermal profile data for Benton City to Horn Rapids Park for 2008 (left) and 2009 (right)
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Figure 39. Thermal profile map for 2008, Benton City, WA to Horn Rapids Park
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Figure 40. Thermal map for 2009, Benton City, WA to Horn Rapids Park
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9.5.4 West Richland (Snively Boat Launch to Duportail Boat Launch)
West Richland has rich flood plains that are developed with irrigated agriculture and
suburban residential. There is a significant conservation wetland area owned by Barker
Ranch east of Horn Rapids Park. There are two golf courses within this stretch of the
river along with the West Richland Wastewater Treatment Plant whose outfall discharges
beneath the Yakima River riverbed. This reach contains a few larger islands that are
currently privately owned (Fox Island and Twin Bridges) and should be considered for
future acquisition possibilities in order to maintain their ecological value to the river
system.
A levy is maintained on the right bank of the river within the city of West Richland for
housing and city protection. This levy has resulted in the meander of the river to the left
bank threatening Van Giesen Road (Hwy 224). A bank stabilization project for protection
of Van Giesen Road (Hwy 224) was completed by the Washington State Department of
Transportation after severe flooding in 2008-2009. The new levy incorporates large
pieces of wood for a more ecologically friendly design (WSDOT 2007). The completed
bank stabilization project can be seen in Figure 41.

Figure 41. WSDOT Bank Stabilization Project (Van Giesen Rd, West Richland)

The thermal profile data for West Richland does not have the strong input of groundwater
recharge from incoming seeps as seen in the upper reaches; however, it does have several
areas of suppressed temperatures that make it a rather interesting and unique reach.
In 2008 an area of attenuated temperature was located prior to and after Twin Bridges
Island. The slope of the temperature data for the moving probes does not rise at the same
rate as the stationary monitoring probes indicating temperature suppression (Figure 42).
This area of attenuated temperature was not seen in the 2009 data. The attenuated
temperatures seen in 2008 may be due to subsurface groundwater inputs from Barker
Ranch operations. Barker Ranch is located on the north bank of the Yakima River and is
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maintained as flooded wetlands for waterfowl and other wildlife. Barker Ranch‘s
irrigation operations were shut down in 2009 for implementation of a water savings
project to line their irrigation canal. The thermal profile data between 2008 and 2009
suggest that seepage from irrigation operations at Barker Ranch provide enough
groundwater to mildly suppress temperatures in the mainstem of the Yakima River. Small
―
cooler‖ seeps were observed within the Barker Ranch stretch of the river in 2008 that
were not readily apparent in 2009. Additional data need to be collected on surfacegroundwater interactions within this portion of the floodplain to determine extent of
irrigation flooding practices on attenuating Yakima River temperatures.
In 2008 and 2009, a second area of attenuated temperature is apparent between the old
relic oxbow on Barker Ranch and the town of West Richland (Figure 42 and Figure
44/Figure 1 Figure 44). This attenuated temperature may be in part due to increased depth
within this portion of the river (Figure 21). Moreover, it is in an area that maintains two
golf courses and is rich in irrigated agriculture. As such, given the high porosity of the
floodplain soils, it is possible that there is irrigation driven groundwater recharge within
this stretch of the river. Additional data collections are needed to determine the exact
nature of the attenuated river temperatures within this portion of the Yakima River.
Despite the areas of attenuated temperature, this reach is too hot for salmonid passage in
the summer with minimal thermal refugia potential.
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Figure 42. Thermal profile data for West Richland, WA (Snively Boat Launch to Duportail Boat Launch). 2008 data (left) and 2009 data (right)
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Figure 43. Thermal profile map for 2008, West Richland, WA
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Figure 44. Thermal profile map for 2009, West Richland, WA
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9.5.5 Richland (Duportail Boat Launch) to the Delta (Wye Park)
The warmest temperatures were observed on the float from Richland to the delta. Starting
float temperatures were 24°C in 2008 and 27°C in 2009 as shown in Figures Figure 47,
Figure 48, and Figure 49. The Kiona USGS monitoring station data are provided in
Figure 47 to highlight the difference between temperatures at Benton City and the river
delta. There is approximately a 2°C difference in temperature between Benton City and
Richland at the start of the 2008 float.
Although temperatures were the warmest between Richland and the delta, there was very
little increase in water temperature with daily warming. Temperatures stayed relatively
constant prior to the entrance to the delta. This may in part be due to the greater river
depth acting as a buffer to diurnal warming. Depths of over 7.0 feet deep were recorded
throughout the stretch of river flowing through Richland. The greater depths may also
inhibit nighttime cooling, thus keeping the lower river temperatures elevated to a greater
extent than seen in the upper reaches. This phenomenon may warrant additional studies
and modeling as this effect may be seen if upstream river depths are increased during the
summer months.
In 2008, BCD investigated side channels located along the Yakima River. The thermal
profile data reflects these deviations in the data as represented by the large temperature
fluctuations. One of the prominent decreases in temperature was observed under the I182 bridge where a significant amount of groundwater flows into a side channel of the
Yakima River. The temperature of the groundwater spring was recorded at 19°C at its
source (2008 data, Figure 47). The cool groundwater flows both east and west towards
the mainstem of the Yakima River and as such cooler temperatures were measured at
both the head and tail of the island. This incoming source of groundwater creates a
significant decrease in temperature where the Yakima River and the cool groundwater
meet. For instance, in 2009, the temperature dropped from 27°C to 22°C at the
convergence of the side channel water and mainstem Yakima. Improvements within in
the side channel may create an ideal area for salmon refugia.
Abandoned concrete pond structures are located within the island side channel.
According to accounts by various BCD volunteers, these structures were originally
designed and used for rearing fish in the lower Yakima River. These ponds are now
completely sediment filled, however, with some restoration work, the concrete ponds
may provide a potential area for salmonid rearing and acclimation within the lower
Yakima River. Simple studies would need to be conducted to determine water quality
suitability.
Amon Creek Wasteway provides a significant drop in river temperature at the confluence
of the Wasteway and the Yakima River. Temperatures decreased approximately 3°C in
2008 and 4°C in 2009 (Figure 47and Figure 48, respectively). While temperatures remain
above ideal temperatures for salmon it does provide an area of significant temperature
decrease that may help with salmonid refugia.
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Temperatures within the delta of the Yakima River rose sharply, up to 29°C in 2008 and
even higher in 2009. In 2008, temperatures at the head of Bateman Island where the
Columbia River and Yakima River experience mixing were measured. This is an
extremely shallow area, and yet with the Columbia River influence temperatures were 2
to 3 degrees cooler than temperatures found within the confluence.
9.5.6 Yakima River Confluence
The Yakima confluence is an integral part of the salmonid history in the Yakima Basin.
Historically, the confluence was used as tribal fishing grounds for salmonids as noted in
the Lewis and Clark Journals:
I took two men in a Small Canoe and assended the Columbia river 10
miles to an Island [Bateman Island] near the Stard. Shore on which two
large Mat Lodges of Indians were drying Salmon, ... there is no timber of
any Sort except Small willow bushes in Sight in any direction - from this
Island the natives showed me the enterance of a large Westerly fork which
they Call Tâpetêtt [Yakima River] at about 8 miles distant . . . Clark
Journals, October 17, 1805
The confluence, thought to be originally quite extensive and complex, is now subject to
inundation, sedimentation, and erosion by the McNary pool which extends 3 km up the
Yakima River channel (Snyder and Stanford 2001). Much of the original floodplain is
submerged as a result of the construction of McNary Dam on the Columbia River and the
river channel at the mouth is less constrained. Additionally, extreme temperatures and
highly regulated flows create unfavorable conditions for migratory species. The
confluence of the Yakima River is a critical migration corridor for adult and juvenile
salmonids. Continued success of salmonid migration within the Yakima Basin depends
on improved passage conditions at the mouth of the Yakima River
The LYRTAG identified the confluence of the Yakima River as an area with high
potential for restoration activities. Based on data gathered by BCD in 2008 and 2009, the
confluence maintains the warmest surface water temperatures within the lower Yakima
River during the summer months. For instance, near surface temperatures within the
Yakima River mainstem (near the Hwy 240 bridge) ranged from 26.6°C to 27.2°C as
compared to 27.5°C to 32°C at the confluence (Figure 48). This warming trend at the
confluence agrees with aerial thermal imaging data collected on August 15th 1997 by the
Bureau of Reclamation (Holroyd 1998). Thermal imaging data indicated that the warmest
waters in the lower Yakima River were within the confluence, specifically within the
stagnant pools behind Bateman Island. The 1997 thermal imaging data showed a 1–2°C
decrease in river temperature between the Yakima River confluence and the Yakima
River mainstem, additionally there was a 3°C difference between the Columbia and
Yakima Rivers (Holroyd 1998).
Thermal imaging data suggests that the large earthen causeway at the southern end of
Bateman Island may decrease mixing of Columbia and Yakima River waters by
preventing flow around the large island (Holroyd 1998). This in turn may result in a
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greater occurrence of stagnant water, increased surface water temperatures, and enhanced
sedimentation rates within the confluence. BCD conducted a precursory temperature
study of the confluence during the summer of 2009. Temperature probes were placed
within the river, delta and Columbia River to record temperature variations from June to
September. The locations of the temperature probes are shown in Figure 52. The
locations of the probes were chosen so as to capture the temperature of a) the mainstem
Yakima River b) the mouth of the Yakima River c) the pool behind the Bateman
causeway and d) the Columbia River. All probes were suspended 2 feet above the river
bottom and were submerged at least 1 foot under the surface water. The shallowest probe
was located on the shelf of the Columbia River. GPS coordinates were collected during
probe deployment and the Atomic Duck Diving club retrieved probes in late September.
Results of the study suggest that temperature dynamics behind the causeway are more
complex than initially thought. The water temperatures behind the causeway did not have
large daily fluctuations as seen in the mainstem of the Yakima River (Figure 52).
Surprisingly, the temperatures lagged behind the Yakima mainstem and mouth river
temperatures in June and July. Based on float data, it was theorized that temperatures
from this probe would read higher than those in the mainstem. The surprising results may
be the product of probe placement near the bottom of the pool. It is likely that the pool
stratifies during the summer months with cool temperatures near the bottom and warmer
temperatures at the surface. BCD volunteers from the Atomic Duck Diving Club
examined the earthen causeway and did not locate any underwater culverts or piping. As
such, Columbia River is unlikely to be the source of cooling. At present, little is known
about the construction of the causeway and its impact on the Yakima River confluence. It
has been suggested that the causeway was established prior to the Department of Defense
purchase of the island in 1952 (pers. com. with Army Corps of Engineers). Today the
causeway is maintained for emergency vehicle access as well as for recreational foot
traffic access to the island.
It is worth noting that the Columbia River shelf temperatures were significantly cooler
than those measured for the Yakima River for June thru August despite the fact that this
probe was at the shallowest depth (only 1 foot under the surface water as compared to the
other probes that were at least 3+ feet deep). Temperatures for the Yakima and Columbia
waters began to converge the first week of September (Figure 52).
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Figure 45. Probe casing and deployment for Bateman Island thermal data

Figure 46. Bateman Island Causeway (2009)

The extreme thermal conditions of the lower Yakima River during irrigation season
provides a migration barrier to local salmonid species (Lilga 1998, Vaccaro 1986, Snyder
and Stanford 2001). Juvenile salmonids and spring adult runs must adapt migration
timing so that they are through the lower Yakima River before temperatures rise rapidly
in June and July. Fall adult migratory species are thought to hold in the Columbia River
while waiting for Yakima River temperatures to decrease in September and October.
Further work needs to be done to investigate the flow dynamics, temperature profiles and
sedimentation rates at the confluence and determine if removal or modification of the
causeway will improve the flow and temperature conditions at the mouth of the Yakima
River.
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Figure 47. Thermal profile data for 2008, Richland, WA (Duportail Boat Launch to Bateman Island)
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Figure 48. Thermal profile data for 2009, Richland, WA (Duportail Boat Launch to the Bateman Island). Data for Left and Right Bank
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Figure 49. Thermal profile data for 2009, Richland, WA (Duportail Boat Launch to the Bateman Island). Data for center boat
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Figure 50. Thermal map for 2008, Yakima River confluence
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Figure 51. Thermal map for 2009, Yakima River confluence
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Figure 52. Temperature probe locations for Yakima Delta temperature study (2009)
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Figure 53. Thermal data for the Yakima confluence (2009)
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9.5.7 Thermal Profile Conclusions
With temperatures well above 21°C for the 2008 and 2009 summer floats mainstem
Lower Yakima River temperatures were inhospitable for salmon as expected; however,
temperature heterogeneity within the lower Yakima River was identified. Although a
predominantly, loosing reach, localized areas of cooler temperatures were identified.
These ―
cooler‖ areas were the result of: a) non-point source seeps that are likely
discharge points for shallow groundwater seeps fed by irrigation and river recharge, b)
irrigation wasteways (e.g., Spring and Snipes Wasteways, Corral Creek Wasteway, and
Amon Creek Wasteway c) and ―
holes‖ (e.g., tail of oxbow at Barker Ranch). The
―
cooler‖ areas are located along the riparian area and in some instances behind sidechannels (e.g., island at I-182 bridge).
Only a couple identified areas can be classified as resulting in significant temperature
drops for salmon refuge (< 21°C) during July and August. These included: a) series of
groundwater discharge seeps below Prosser and b) groundwater discharge within the
island side channel under the I-182 bridge. Amon Creek Wasteway and Knox Creek
(2009 data) also significantly decreased temperatures at their confluence with the Yakima
River as temperatures were decreased to 22-23°C, but were still above critical threshold
temperatures for salmonids. Areas of significant cooling provide potential for salmonid
habitat projects within the lower Yakima River. The series of cool seeps below Prosser
are located before an island head that has shown to be historical fall Chinook spawning
grounds. Large woody debris and riparian plantings may enhance this area for salmon.
The groundwater seep under the I-182 bridge provides opportunity as both thermal
refugia and as a salmonid acclimatization area for rearing and releasing salmon in the
lower Yakima River. Improvements would need to be made to the island side channel to
make it suitable for salmonid restoration work.
While several of the remaining ―
cool‖ seeps did not drop temperatures to below 23°C
they still decreased river temperatures by 0.5°C to 2°C. It is possible that the temperature
differential between the seeps and the mainstem a month earlier (i.e., June) may create
ideal refugia possibilities for salmon caught at the end of migration when river
temperatures are cooler, but rapidly rising. Moreover, a 0.5°C change in external water
temperature is important to an already stressed salmonid caught in unfriendly warm
waters and may help relieve thermal stress (Heppell, pers. comm. 2008).
Irrigation fed groundwater discharge appears to be an important source of cool water to
the lower Yakima River. The data gathered in 2008 and 2009 at Barker Ranch suggests
that subsurface runoff supported by irrigation may influence temperatures within a
localized area of the river. It brings up an interesting question regarding the influence of
irrigation water on temperatures in the lower Yakima River: do irrigation improvements
that allow water to be left in the river provide more or less of a temperature advantage
than subsurface irrigation return flow? Answering this question is outside the scope of
this report; however, the influence of subsurface flow on temperature heterogeneity in the
lower Yakima River should be further investigated in future studies.
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Some of the most fascinating data were observed within the Yakima River delta. This
area is identified as a high priority area for additional studies and potential habitat
improvement projects. From the precursory study it appears that the Bateman Island
Causeway may impede natural flow dynamics thereby exasperating already warm
temperatures in the lower Yakima River and creating a warm plug for migrating salmon.
Removal of this causeway may result in improved flow around Bateman Island and help
with sedimentation and temperature issues. Additional data and modeling must be
performed before these questions can be answered, but it is certain that improvements
within the delta that provide increased salmon passage would greatly benefit all salmon
restoration projects within the Yakima Basin.
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CHAPTER 10 LARGE WOODY DEBRIS
Historically, the presence of large woody debris in the lower Yakima River is not well
documented. The following historical account of large wood in the lower Yakima River
was recorded in the General Land Office 1863 document ―
Land Status and Cadastral
Survey Records‖:
Although this township (9) greatly needs timbered lands, the banks of
Yakama River are generally lined with young cottonwood trees and
willows of enormous size. Yearly the Yakama River disgorges from its
mountain source 70 in. diameter and from 100 to 250 feet in length of Fir
and Cedar timber are often seen winding their way down its current into
the broad waters of the Columbia.
With river regulation and damming, the timber that was documented as flowing to the
Yakima River Confluence is no longer present. As seen in Figure 54, much of the large
woody debris (LWD) for the lower Yakima River is currently captured at Prosser Dam.
The Bureau of Reclamation removes this wood and places it on the downstream end of
the dam. Without large scouring floods, this wood typically remains at the base of the
dam. This local source of LWD represents an economic source of material for use in
downstream projects. There is potential to restore some of the lost LWD to the lower
Yakima River through management of the LWD captured by Prosser Dam.
The Yakima River is highly regulated, with multiple impoundments and bridge footings
that restrict the downstream movement of LWD. As upstream contributions and riparian
sources have dwindled, the lower Yakima channel has suffered from reduced LWD
structure. Large woody debris can be important in formation of pools that provide
thermal refugia for both juvenile and adult salmonids (Nielsen et al. 1994). Future
projects should be developed to retain and recruit large woody debris into the lower
Yakima to restore and enhance habitat. Engineered logjams designed to trap and recruit
future LWD are appropriate will aid in channel complexity and protect thermally
stratified pools. If placed appropriately, engineered logjams will enhance flow into
sidechannel areas choked out by water stargrass and off-channel habitat disconnected
from the mainstem.
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Figure 54. Prosser Dam with captured large woody debris (2010)

There is a popular misconception that LWD does not collect in the lower Yakima River
and does not provide ecological benefit. This is simply not the case. The lower Yakima
River has several islands that capture LWD during flood events and high flow. For
instance, flooding in 2009 resulted in the collection of LWD at island heads throughout
the lower Yakima River. Figure 55 shows one such example where the amount of large
woody debris increased significantly between 2008 and 2009 at the head of an island
located west of Benton City. In 2009 increased amounts of wood debris were also seen
along the riverbanks and within lower floodplains. Placement of LWD in the lower
mainstem, either through the introduction of captured wood from the Prosser Dam or
deliberate placement of LWD may be beneficial to the lower Yakima River. LWD may
help scour and restore degrading side channels that have been prone to sedimentation
with increased water stargrass proliferation. Future projects should be developed to retain
and recruit large woody debris into the lower Yakima to restore and enhance habitat.
Engineered logjams designed to trap and recruit future LWD are appropriate projects for
the lower Yakima to develop channel complexity and protect thermally stratified pools.
Projects to install LWD in the lower Yakima River must consider the risk of possible
predation issues on juvenile salmonids.
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